Our writing tools are also working on our thoughts.
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To talk about the artist s book in the singular (as opposed to artists books as a collective plural)
was always paradoxical, because the field has always been extremely heterogeneous. That
heterogeneity might be aptly described by the term bibliodiversity. With an allusion to the (post)
Darwinist concept of biodiversity, François Benhamu has described a publishing environment
wherein one finds several species, but some are present in huge numbers while others are very
scarce, and the ones with many copies are likely to eat or prevail over the others. This is what is
happening in the book world.

Michalis Pichler, Publishing Publishing Manifestos
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Anselm
The kind of books

Kiefer

artists are now making are books as art. Books as art are not books about art or books of
reproductions of art, or books of visual material illustrating literary texts, but are books that
make art statements in their own right, within the context of art rather than literature.
Diana Vanderlip
Actually it is quite simple: A book is a book. Artists are people and people make books.
Lawrence Weiner
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1936// French
author Georges Hugnet coins
the term book object for his
altered books and editions influenced by Dada and Surrealism (such as La Poupée 2) that he sells
and exhibits at his bookshop Au Livre-objet (To the book object) in Paris.
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You can always fall back on the Duchampian prop: It s an artist s book if an artist
made it, or if an artist says it is.
Lucy Lippard, New Artists Books
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1938// Together with engineer Otto Kornei, an Austrian immigrant, the
American physicist Chester Carlson invents xerography, a reproduction technique that is the
base for the majority of today s copy machines, laser printers and LED printers.
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Everything in the world exists in order to end up as a book.

Stéphane Mallarmé,
The Book, Spiritual Instrument
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At the time of writing, the development toward print as a valuable object can best be observed in
the contemporary do-it-yourself book and zine scene. Until the late 1990s, this scene was mostly
focused on radical politics and social engagement; the contemporary scene however is more

2011
zine

fascinated with the collection of visual-symbolic information into carefully crafted paper
- p. 227

objects. Despite its loyalty to
print, this new generation of DIY publishers has created offline networks for
print production and distribution which, in their bottom-up structure and peerto-peer ethic, very much resemble internet communities. At the same time, the work they create
is meant to remain offline and not be digitized, thus requiring a physical exchange between
publisher, distributor, and reader.

Alessandro Ludovico, Post-digital Print: a Future Scenario
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1930// The first fanzine, titled

zine

The

Comet, is published by the Science Correspondence Club in Chicago. The term zine as a

zine
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zine

designation for self-published magazines within fanculture was first used in the 1946 summer

zine

edition of the science-fiction magazine Startling Stories, published by Standard Magazines
in New York.

zine

1991// On August 23, the first website is accessible over the internet and the World Wide Web,
developed by Tim Berners-Lee at CERN, can be accessed by new users. From this point onward,
online publishing increasingly becomes an alternative to print publishing.

Bernhard Cella,

zine

The Downfall of the Gutenberg Galaxy
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90
We should keep in mind that no text exists outside of the physical support that offers it for
reading (or hearing) or outside of the circumstance in which it was read (or heard). Authors do
not write books: they write texts that become written objects

manuscripts, inscriptions, print

matter or, today, material
Guglielmo Calcallo and Roger Chartier, A History of Reading in the West

in a computer file.
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Martin Luther

1517// On
October 31, Martin Luther publishes The Ninety-Five Theses that should lead to the Protestant

Mojo-Navigator

Reformation in Wittenberg (Germany). During the following months, copies spread all over
Europe, from January 1518 onwards they circulate also in German translation.
Bernhard Cella, The Downfall of the Gutenberg Galaxy
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The poor

43

image is a copy in

motion. Its quality is bad, its resolution substandard. As it accelerates, it deteriorates. It is a ghost of
an image, a preview, a thumbnail, an errant idea, an itinerant image distributed for free, squeezed
through slow digital connections, compressed, reproduced, ripped, remixed, as well as copied and
pasted into other channels of distribution.

Hito Steyerl, In Defense of the Poor Image
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Books move into groups as if they like each other. A book that is alone, suffers.
A book on its own that manages to survive is a
great book.
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The book can claim the status of a work of art only if
it is more than simply a collection of ready-made documents. Although this seems an obvious
condition, it is not always met and as regards books it is in fact often difficult to make the
distinction.

Anne Moeglin-Delcroix, Esthétique du livre d'artiste 1960/ 1980
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Event and Exhibition Management
Around 1462// Emergence of the
Frankfurt book fair that remained the center
of European book trade until the 17th century,
when it was ousted by the book fair of Leipzig. Today, the Frankfurt book fair is the largest book
fair worldwide, with about 250,000 visitors per year.

Bernhard Cella, The Downfall of the

Gutenberg Galaxy

Art book fairs today are not only a venue for representing a separate, prior publishing scene, they
are also a central forum for constituting and nurturing a community around publishing as

zine

- p. 147

artistic practice. A global phenomenon, these communities take the form of agile,
adaptable, and wide-ranging networks. Miss Read in Berlin and other comparable
events in New York, Tokyo, Mexico City, Tehran, Moscow, London, Leipzig and elsewhere
around the globe are culmination points of dispersed activities: periodically recurring meeting
places in real time and real space, where people travel to gather together. One could say that art
book fairs today serve the function of marketplaces, but not primarily in the economic sense;
rather, they are marketplaces in the sense of the ancient agora: a physical place accessible to
the common public, and a public sphere for negotiation and exchange.

Michalis Pichler,
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The importance of independence becomes
clear if we look at an extreme form of self-publishing: samizdat, the voice of the opposition in a
totalitarian society. The particularities of this underground movement are summarised by one
of its main practitioners, Vladimir Bukovsky, in one sentence: I myself create it, edit it, censor
it, publish it, distribute it, and get imprisoned for it. Censorship may not be an issue in large
parts of the world anymore, but artists have to struggle with its more subtle sibling, that answers
to the name of mainstream. The response, on the part of some authors, is called independent
publishing.

Joachim Schmid, From My Skull
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Nylon
Gutenberg s Bible was only printed with letters. But
letters alone will not suffice for the handing down of today s Bible. The book finds its way to the
brain through the eyes, not through the ears; light waves travel much faster and more intensely
than sound waves. But humans can only speak to each other with their mouths, whereas the
possibilities of the book are multi-form.

El Lissitzky, The Future of the Book
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The linear book s time is
enclosed, whereas Mallarmé s Book exists in a moment to moment specificity, its duration being
formally identified with the constituent group of readers whose presence literally informs it.
Unlike the old book, the reader does not work his way progressively through in one direction.
Dan Graham, The Artist as Bookmaker II: The Book as Object
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The subject of the production of the artwork is not the producer who actually creates the object
in its materiality, but rather the entire set of agents engaged in
the field. Among these are the producers of works, classified as
artists critics of all persuasions collectors, middlemen, curators, etc.

who confront each other

in struggles where the imposition of not only a world view but also a vision of the art world is at
stake, and who, through these struggles, participate in the production of the value of the artist and
of art.

BOT

Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production
Art seems

pure for a moment and disconnected from money. And since a lot of people can own the book,
nobody owns it. Every artist should have a cheap line. It keeps art ordinary and away from being
overblown.
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artist s book zine

What is more meaningful: the book
or the text it contains?
What was first:
the chicken or the egg?

Ulises Carrión, The New Art of Making Books
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Avant-Garde

Focusing on the analysis of large causes, the ideology of the artist s book was constructed upon
the utopia of emancipation. Every step of this operation corresponded with a revolutionary
goal. To produce by oneself meant to emancipate from the dictatorship of institutions. To
infiltrate the autonomous networks of distribution (libraries, mail art, royalty free distribution)

artist s

implicated a fight against monopolies: the intellectual monopoly of art critics and financial
monopoly of galleries. To publish in unlimited numbers or to practice gratuitous distribution

book

amounted to liberating oneself from the market system by mastering the process of creating
value.

artist s book

Sylvie Boulanger, The Phenomenon of Micro-edition: A Silk Road
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Lecture

Performance

artist s book

Ed Ruscha s Twenty-six Gasoline Stations

artist s book

and later books were published by the artist himself. Their impact was tremendous, and it is
time to remind the growing group of book connoisseurs that Ruscha s books were, and are,
appreciated not because of the paper stock, the printing quality, or the fine binding but because
of the artist s radically new editorial concept.
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The political is
everywhere, even when it s not to be found.

Broken Dimanche Press, Manifesto: 2013 Year

of The BDP Avant-Garde

Yes, but today there s also an anxiety with
respect to the book as an object. There's no such thing as the book, but the book is also
this kind of fantasy: of the canon, the historical canon, of writing history into a book. So, in a
way, this obsession with publishing, which is a nineteenth-century one, which has to do with
historicizing, which has to do with historical materialism, all of that stuff. And so the book
embodies this fantasy of history in many ways. For artists, moving into that territory is only
possible because, as a medium, it becomes obsolete so, it is called obsolete by people like
Marshal McLuhan. On the other hand we realize now that in a way it s not obsolete, it s a slower
medium, and it is irrepressibly material, which means that, you know, you can t switch it on and
off.

Arnaud Desjardin, Thoughts on Printed Matter, Other Books and So
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Jean-Philippe de Tonnac,
If the book is like a building, then, the publisher s catalogs needs proper urban planning.
Erik van der Weijde,
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I have no publishing manifesto.
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The content of writing is speech, just as the written word is the content
of print, and print is the content of telegraph. If it is asked, What is the content of speech? ,
it is necessary to say, It is an actual process of thought, which is in itself nonverbal. An
abstract painting represents direct manifestation of creative thought processes as they might
appear in computer designs. What we are considering here, however, are the psychic and social
consequences of the designs or patterns as they amplify or accelerate existing processes. For
the message of any medium or technology is the change of scale or pace or pattern that it
introduces into human affairs.

Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media
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Plagiarism is the starting point of the creative activity in
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the new art.
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A book is a sequence of spaces. Each of these spaces is perceived at a different
moment a book is also a sequence of moments. A book is not a case of words, nor a bag of
words, nor a bearer of words.

Ulises Carrión, The New Art of Making Books
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The spread contextualizes the single images.
publishing manifesto
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Because the book, rather than the screen, is the most
user-friendly and offers the best interface for the engagement with text, it will survive.
More importantly, however, Ludovico maintains that it is increasingly the very materiality
of books that gives them their cultural weight. A digital file, or more precisely, one represented
on a digital reading-device, seems fleeting, cheap, and less serious than a tangible post-digital
object. This is what makes POD so popular. The term post-digital is often employed to denote
the recuperated value of materiality.

Hannes Bajohr, Experimental Writing in its Moment of

Digital Technization: Post-Digital Literature and Print-on-Demand Publishing
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One day I d like to see artists books
ensconced in
supermarkets,
drugstores, and airports.

Lucy Lippard, The Artists Book Goes Public
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E-books, because they are digital files
delivered to your e-reader via the Internet, seem to promise not only the traditional functions of

Facebook

the book but also the nonlinear, user-empowering qualities of hypertext, the guiding principle

IG

of the Web. In practice, so far, they are more akin to the pre-codex form of the book, the scroll.
While you can search an e-book by keyword, this capability is simply a way of unscrolling the

GiGiGaGa

scroll really quickly to the next appearance of the keyword. A physical book is truly a randomaccess medium. E-books have yet to become so.

Andrew Hultkrans, The Fire This Time:
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Considering the innovations in
digital printing, it becomes obvious that they led to the democratization of the production

waterfall

of smaller editions, also for ambitious art book projects. In the end, digital printing was the
actual motor behind the boom in artists books.

Bernhard Cella,

more real than art

The art of assembling
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In the old art the writer writes texts. In the new
art the writer makes books. To make a book is to actualize its ideal space-time sequence by means
of the creation of a parallel sequence of signs, be it linguistic or other.

Ulises Carrión,

The New Art of Making Books
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We continually want to reinvent the Book. We put ISBNs on anything if we term it to be
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a Book.
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dmp editions
Artists books , I don t like the term. I prefer to call them simply
books : you don t talk about
writers books either!
Peter Downsbrough
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115

dmp editions
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dmp editions
Artistic publishing practices are mixed practices, to the point of defying the dichotomies
of creation/comment, original/reproduction, and production/reception. From the 1960s
onward, and even more today, the object book has assumed the replacement of the notion of
originality to develop the experience of compatibility: shared authority, multiplicity of individual
responsibilities, and abandoning the myth of the original in favor of the much less authoritarian
notion of singularity.

Sylvie Boulanger, The Phenomenon of Micro-edition: A Silk Road
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catalog

Keith Houston
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The artistic
publishing practice is essentially collaborative. The act of publishing is a deliberate act of
dissemination that permits shared authority among the different actors in the artistic process:
artists, graphic designers, authors, editors, producers, distributors, collectors, and readers. All
engage in the processes of conceptualization, fabrication, reproduction, dissemination, lecture,
adaptation, and reediting, which offer numerous potential stages of singular expression.
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That's not writing, that s typewriting.

Truman Capote on Jack Kerouac
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That's not writing, that s typewriting.
That's not writing, that s plumbing.
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Truman Capote on Jack Kerouac

Samuel Beckett on William S. Burroughs

That's not writing, that s typing.
That's not writing, that s someone else typing.
That's not writing, that s googling.
That's not writing, that s pasting.
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That's not writing, that s blogging.
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Derek Beaulieu, That s not writing
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According to
Jean-Luc Godard, If you want to make a film, you need two people goes for books. This means that
one absolutely cannot work on a book alone. Books derive from a collective process, in cooperation
with others just like a film or a play.

Jan Wenzel, The Twelve Tasks of the Publisher
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nos:bookstore
The bookshop is a space for interaction.
The gallery is a space for introspection.
The work outside of the gallery is interchangeable.
The work inside the gallery is fixed.
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The art is in the gallery.
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The books are outside of the gallery.
The work framed by the gallery is art.
The work outside is ambiguous.
Is the coffee real ?

Are the books for sale?
Eleanor Vonne Brown, X Marks the Bökship
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Yes, but it s
only a book, I often hear.
Not sure about this. What does that mean, only a book? But it s not only not-a-book, yes, I d
rather say.

Michalis Pichler, Book Swapping & Seriosity Dummies
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Publishing is also a complex
apparatus of mediation, because the work of production and

noon

elaboration is very often done by many individuals. It's very
rare for it to be just one person. And usually when it s just one individual, it s actually quite boring.

company

So publications are essentially a social, collaborative index. A publication is the material reflection
of interactions that individuals have had with one another. And they are usually skilled individuals;
one person has a set of skills, maybe graphic design, and then there s another who has another set
of skills, maybe art, and then there may be a writer, someone for printing, and binding, and selling
the books. And of course then there s the reader. So you have this social chain that operates inside
and around books.

nos:books
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Even if the buzz of interest in

phenomenon of art book fairs in this quantity and intensity is something new. Since 2006 or so,
independent art book fairs have been spreading like mushrooms. Every time you turn around, a
new book fair has been founded. The way these fairs function is significantly different from the
institutions (initially bookstores and often later archives) that emerged in the 1970s, such as Other
Books and So, Printed Matter, Inc., Art Metropole, Zona Archive, Franklin Furnace, Archive for
Small Press & Communication, Artpool Archive, and others.
Publishing Manifestos

- p. 121

publishing as an art practice around the

turn of the twenty-first century resembles the hype around the artist s book in the 1970s, the

Michalis Pichler, Publishing
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In the twenty-first century, the personalising of the photobooks has continued unabated, fuelled
by the new so-called social media and the fact that the Internet has enabled anyone to publish
their photographs, either in books as a result of digital printing or online. Documentary
photography has become even more personal, with citizen reporters operating on the front line
of any event significant or insignificant with their mobile phone cameras. It is estimated that
more photographs were taken in 2012 than in the whole history of photography prior to that date.
Gerry Badger, Between the Novel and the Film: A Brief History of the Photobook
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Cheap Art Utopia. Suppose art was as accessible to
everyone as comic books? as cheap and as available? What social and economic conditions would
this state of things presuppose?

Brick Lane

Adrian Piper, Art-Rite no.14, Idea Poll
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ISBN is the current international standard
for the exchange of books. It was introduced in 1967 to facilitate electronic cataloguing for mass

fanzine

book distribution. Nonetheless, artists books had been published long before that, it doesn t
make sense to talk about NO-ISBN before the introduction of ISBN. The picture first changed
around 1970 when there was a genuine either or. The independent publishers of artists books
and art magazines in the 1970s then frequently continued to publish without an ISBN, as did
political activists and fanzine makers.
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ISBN

We are at a moment of cultural and industrial transition from paper/print culture to a corporate
software culture of publishing. The book no longer a page but lines of code is sold as a license
to read.

Artists are investigating modes of producing and sharing content, developing open

access tools and addressing corporate monopoly.

Regine Ehleitner
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Digital is the
paradigm for content and quantity of information; analogue is the paradigm for usability and
interfacing.

Alessandro Ludovico, Post-Digital Print: The Mutation of Publishing since 1894

2020-08-04
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PAPER MATTER

2018

PAPER MATTER

ABA
facebook.com/papermatter.aba

158

159

Artist's book
The book as object, as

content, as idea, as interface.

Artist s Book

Amaranth Borsuk,

THE BOOK

Artist s Book
Artist s Book

Uta
Schneider

The Gloria Scott

Ian Sansom

Artist s Book
Artist s Book

Sol LeWitt

Artist s Book
Artist s Book

Books are the best medium for many artists working today. The material
seen on the walls of galleries in many cases cannot be easily read/seen on walls but can be more
easily read at home under less intimidating conditions.

Sol LeWitt

Sol LeWitt

Tauba Auerbach
- p.225

Douglas Huebler
Piece 4: Secrets

Variable

160

161

Lawrence Weiner

10 Works

over and under around and about

I realized that for the first time this book had an inexplicable

thing I was looking

for, and that was a kind of a huh? That s what I ve always worked around. All it is is a device to
disarm somebody with my particular message.
[ ]
Huh? : this onomatopoeia stands for What is it? , Why? , What does it
mean? etc.

An Interview with Edward Ruscha by Willoughby Sharp,

a Kind

of a Huh?

2017
Artists books are: 1. Portable /

Artist s Book

2. Durable / 3. Inexpensive /

4. Intimate / 5. Non-precious / 6. Replicable / 7. Historical / 8. Universal.

Pat Steir

PAPER MATTER

2018
- p. 23

Artist s Book
PAPER MATTER

162

163

2019
Artist s Book

PAPER

MATTER

Books need to circulate to have an impact by being read. That is why books

PAPER MATTER
PAPER MATTER

Logo

Atelier

came about in the first place.Owning
a book is fine but it still needs to be accessible.

Eva Weinmayr, Library Underground

A Reading List for A Coming Community

Artist s Book

PAPER MATTER

- p. 199

164

165

Artists books are, like any other

Artists Book Library

medium, a means of

conveying art ideas from the artist to the viewer/reader. Unlike most other media they are available
to all at a low cost. They do not need a special place to be seen. They are not valuable except for the
ideas they contain. They contain the material in a sequence which is determined by the artist.

Pop Up Store

(The reader/viewer can read the material in any order but the artist presents it as s/he thinks it

- p. 239

should be). Art shows come and go but books stay around for years. They are works themselves,

Mapping

not reproduction of works. Books are the best medium for many artists working today. The
material seen on the walls of galleries in many cases cannot be easily read/seen on walls but can be
more easily read at home under less intimidating conditions. It is the desire of artists that their ideas

Memory

Mental

be understood by as many people as possible. Books make it easier to accomplish this.
Sol LeWitt, Art-Rite no.14, Idea Poll

Artists Book
Richard Long
Artist s Book

Many of the themes
confirm photography s inexorable flight towards the
personal. Identity and memory are probably the most

Asia Art Archive

important overriding concerns as they are tied naturally to the photographic medium but
explored in a myriad of ways, from the intensely personal to the angrily political. It can be said
that the overall standard of the photobook has risen, but that there may be fewer obvious peaks.
However, at the end of this survey, it would seem pertinent to give a few outstanding recent
examples of contemporary photobookmaking.

Gerry Badger, Between the Novel and the

Film: A Brief History of the Photobook

PAPER MATTER Quarterly
Facebook
Artist s Book

166

167

artist's book

Displaying books in an exhibition white cube is complicated

Artist s Book

for three reasons: first, people are not used to touching objects in an exhibition space; second, an
exhibition is usually not a comfortable place to read; and third, the books that you allow people
to touch should be replaceable, as they will surely be damaged.

Antoine Lefebvre, Portrait of

2018

the Artist as a Publisher: Publishing as an Alternative Artistic Practice

dmp
- p. 245

Artist s Book
- p. 203

Artist s Book
- p. 221
- p. 129

Printed Matter

Lucy Lippard

Artist s Book

168

169

Artist s
Book
For us, exhibiting photobooks in a different
way means focusing on the photobook as an object that can be experienced physically. We
always try to make it possible to get close to the books. Visitors can simply leaf through the

Artist s Book

pages. At the same time, with visual stagings that go beyond exhibition walls, we draw attention
to certain key images or creative qualities of the books. It is important for us to leave space in
the exhibition site for free associative engagement with the work. Sometimes this is done with
texts, and sometimes installations that shape the space make a book something that visitors can
literally walk into, without overstaging the object.

Artist s Book

Anne-Katrin Bicher, Please Browse!:

Notes on Exhibiting the Photobook

iPad

Jean-Claude Carrière

Artist s Book

Umberto Eco
Jean-Philippe de Tonnac

Marcel Broodthaers

1975

170

171

Atlas

MoMA

Broodthaers

Atlas

Atlas

Atlas
Atlas

Broodthaers

Atlas

Atlas
A to Z

When considering the artist s photographic book as a genre, we cannot escape the vagueness of

Atlas

Atlas

its classification. Defined only through its physicality and processes, the authorship behind such
works is open to debate. Is, for example, a catalogue of photographs representing an artist s own

Adam Broomberg

opus to be included in this form? Does a book of photographs owned by an artist qualify for this

Oliver Chanarin

Bible

title, or must the work come from the artist s own hand;

AMC Books The Archive of Modern Conflict

Sylvia Grace Borda, The Artist s Photographic Book:

Towards a Definition

Jean-Claude Carrière

AMC
AMC

if so, would a factual
book illustrated photographically be eligible, or must photography as an art form take
precedence in the publication?

Holy

MACK

172

173

Daniel Buren
1960
Buren

8.7
Repertoire
CCA

In the March 1964 issue of Artforum, Ed Ruscha took out an advertisement for his new selfpublished book, Twentysix Gasoline Stations. Ruscha has done some design work for the magazine,
and took his payment for those services in the form of this ad. It featured an image of the book s
front cover, with the caption: REJECTED Oct. 2, 1963 by the Library of Congress, Washington
25, D.C. Ruscha had sent the book to the library of record for all publications originating in the
United States, and instead of adding it to its collection, the library had returned it to him. It looked
like a book and was bound like a book, but there must have been something about its content or
structure that caused a librarian to send it back. Perhaps it was its lack of identifiable publisher, or
the opaqueness of its intent in regards to photographic imagery and sequencing, but Twentysix
Gasoline Stations was officially categorized as a non-book.

David Senior, New Old Media

1998

Buren
2020-07-16

174

175

2015
2018

facebook.com/hypercurator

176

177

14

2004-2014

2004

FINAL

178

179

Publishing or publications as an

umbrella term would include any form of circulating information, including books, zines,

- p. 229

loose-leaf collections, flyers, e-books, blog posts, social media, and hybrids, as long as they are
(or are meant to be) viewed or read by multiple audiences.

Michalis Pichler, Publishing

Publishing Manifestos

2018

180

181

- p. 19

Etymologically, publishing
means to make public, but the term artist s book masks the cultural impact of projects open
to intervention, reproduction, propagation, and expansion of the artistic domain towards culture
by emphasizing the object rather than the process.

Sylvie Boulanger, The Phenomenon of

Micro-edition: A Silk Road

- p. 113

19

Auguste Amant Constant
Fidèle Edouart
Johnny Cash

Ian Sansom

182

183

In English,

a publisher is someone who makes

/

2020

something public. In my mother tongue, verlegen (to publish) is derived
from vorlegen, which means to advance money. Interesting, isn't it?
Joachim Schmid, From My Skull

- p. 115

Live

- p. 201

184

185

BOOKS You
can tell a book by its cover. The book occupies a functioning space within any context it finds
itself in. CATALOGS The (a) catalog utilizes the format of the book as an alternative mise-enscene for the presentation of work otherwise confined within the context of gallery or museum.
If it walks like a duck & talks like a duck it may as well be a duck. DESIGNED BOOKS
Participation in the design of a book is a participation in the format of the world at large. Books
do furnish a room.

Lawrence Weiner, BOOKS / CATALOGS / DESIGNED BOOKS

- p. 137

Temple of Peace
Forum of Pallas
Lucensis

Keith Houston

Secundus
CD

DVD

186

187

- p. 271

Odder still is that today books are decidedly not inexpensive or an easy-to-distribute medium.
Compared to the disembodied ether through which more and more of our information
flows, books are expensive, limited in quantity, and very heavy to move. Of course, this may

bookness

be precisely the point. As Walter Benjamin pointed out, it is only when a technology is
threatened with

obsolescence that its true artistic potential is finally released.

Gwen Allen, The Artist as Bookmaker
- p. 227

Jacques Derrida

- p. 153

- p. 249

The electric light is pure information. It
is a medium without a message, as it were, unless it is used to spell out some verbal ad or name.
This fact, characteristic of all media, means that the content of any medium is always another
medium.

Bernhard Cella, The Downfall of the Gutenberg Galaxy

188

189

- p. 195

Jean-Claude Carrière

A book is a sequential collection of pages, loose leaf or bound, as it is circulating in multiple
reproductions. But today, we are no longer only talking about books anymore more capacious
than book, the term publication is better because it can encompass digital files, hybrid media, and
forms we have yet to imagine.

Jean-Claude Carrière

Michalis Pichler, Publishing Publishing Manifestos

2020-07-23

190

191

Mangasick

Mangasick

2013

2020
mangasick.blogspot.com

192

193

Mangasick

Mangasick
90
90

1837//

2000

Rodolphe Töpffer publishes Histoire de M. Vieux Bois, a collection of

caricatures and drawn short stories, in Geneva. Today, his book is regarded as the first precursor
of comics and graphic novels.

Bernhard Cella, The Downfall of the Gutenberg Galaxy

Mangasick

Mangasick

194

195

- p. 189

90

196

197

Mangasick
In the bookshop is a small

rowing boat that is occasionally used on the canal

to interview artists about their books. In the bookshop are concrete shelves. It had already been
a challenge to create a hospitable space for reading and discussion in a concrete room. I thought,
Why struggle to make it warmer, let s make it colder. The concrete shelves create potentially
perilous conditions for the books; they are auto-destructive like Asger Jorn and Guy Debord s
sandpaper-cover book Mémories. This is an artist s bookshop after all, and there are risks, to
run a space like this you have to live on the edge, you need a community to survive.
Vonne Brown, X Marks the Bökship

60

Eleanor

80

(GARO)
GARO

GARO
GARO
GARO

50 60
20
- p. 89

198

199

GARO

- p. 163

Mangasick
GARO

When we decide to make a book, our first instinct was to turn the book into an exhibition space.
Both of us work within the art world and tend to approach projects with a more physical sensibility
first, thinking out how our work will sit within the context of a gallery or exhibition space. We
wanted to approach the book as an exhibition space, as an object, and reexamine the structures of
gboth its contents and its physical self. This meant that all sections of the book would need to be
addressed.

Jonn Herschend & Will Rogan, The Thing The Book

Mangasick

200

201

follow

- p. 183

Ferdinand de Saussure

Mangasick

202

203

- p. 233

Mangasick

- p. 167

The art that I am
interested in can be communicated with books and catalogues.
[ ]
It becomes primary information, while the reproduction of conventional art in books and
catalogues is necessarily secondary information.
[ ]
When information is primary, the catalogue can become the exhibition and the catalogue
auxiliary to it.

Seth Siegelaub, in interview with Ursula Meyer

204

205

Mangasick
The sequence of pages may provide yet another context.

Erikvan der Weijde,

4478ZINE publishing manifesto

While leafing through the

pages (to make a comparison with film editing)

a movement between the images occurred which was, in contrast to a film, determined by
the reader. It was possible to individually interrupt the process of seeing, to take it up again
elsewhere in the book, begin it from the start of the book or its end
everything to everything and to establish new connections.

it was possible to relate

Hanne Bergius, Die neue visuelle

Realität: Das Fotobuch der 20er Jahre

Mangasick

206

207

Son Ni
Sterling Memorial
Library

Umberto Eco
- p. 133

Son Ni

Jean-Claude Carrière

208

209

zine

YMO
Poems are songs, the poets repeat. But they don t sing them. They write them.
Poetry is to be said aloud, they repeat. But they don t say it aloud. They publish it. The fact is,
that poetry, as it occurs normally, is written and printed, not sung and spoken, poetry. And with
this, poetry has lost nothing.

500

Ulises Carrión, The New Art of Making Books

Mangasick

NHK
NHK

Books existed originally as containers of

210

211

(literary) texts. But books, seen as autonomous realities, can contain any (written)
language, not only literary language, or even any other system of signs.

Ulises Carrión,

The New Art of Making Books

Mangasick

Mangasick
Mangasick

nos:books

Son Ni

Mangasick
- p. 137

212

213

CWT

Pictures

tell stories differently to everyone.

FF

Ursula Birkner (eds.),

From Upheavals and New Beginnings: Reports from the Photobook Workshops

Mangasick
Mangasick
Mangasick

214

215

The digital age has accelerated and
subverted the processes of producing, sharing, and consuming photographies to such an extent
that it is now abundantly clear that the institutional conventions of exhibiting photographs need
to be reconsidered, redefined, and re-engineered.

Anna-Kaisa Rastenberger & Iris Sikking,

Why Exhibit?

The crisis in publishing is the collapse of the book as a commodity, as a nexus for shopping.

Matthew Stadler, The Ends of the Book.
Reading, Economies, and Publics

- p. 139

216

217

- p. 139

Umberto Eco

A book is never simply a remarkable object. Like every
other technology, it is invariably the product of human agency in complex and highly volatile
contexts.

D.F. Makenzie, Bibliography and the Sociology of Texts

2020-08-20

218

219

Pon ding

Pon ding

pon-ding.com

2016

220

221

The bookshop

Pon ding

a set up shop.
It is like a bookshop but not.
It is a library, which is also a theater.
A context for conversations,
about writing and publishing.
The bookshop is not a fixed space.
It is constantly changing.
The bookshop is a discursive space.
The bookshop is a space for interaction.
Each new book adds an extra voice to the discussion;
each new event changes the configuration of the space.
The bookshop is a place for distribution.
The books here are for sale.
Eleanor Vonne Brown, X Marks the Bökship

size

- p. 167

222

223

Jean-Claude Carrière

The twentieth century is marked by the rises of

mass media, not just photographic

publications books, magazines, and newspapers but radio, cinema, and television and now, at

freelance

the end of the century, the Internet. Throughout, photography remained primarily an illustrative
medium. Nevertheless, there was also a gradual shift, whereby ambitious photographers regarded
their vocation not so much as a craft, as illustration, but as a means of self-expression. The book
became an ideal vehicle for exploring this notion. Books were more prestigious than newspapers
or magazines, and photographers, generally free from the decisions of picture editors, had much
more artistic control in the small, specialized world of the book.

Gerry Badger, Between the

Novel and the Film: A Brief History of the Photobook

Tate

224

225

- p. 159

review

- p. 153

waterfall

8

- p. 107

- p. 111

There is no one-way street from analog to digital; rather, there are transitions between
the two, in both directions. Digital is the paradigm for content and quantity of information;
analog is the paradigm for usability and interfacing.

Alessandro Ludovico, Post-Digital

Print: a Future Scenario

Flickr

- p. 127

226

227

Ever since the publication of Henry Fox Talbot s Pencil of Nature (1844-46) as a series of six
fascicles,

the home of the

photograph has been the book as much as the gallery wall. It could even be argued that the book
is the first and proper home of the photographic image from which it moved out to take up
residence in the fine art gallery and the modern museum in the early twentieth century
the proper home of vernacular or private photography is the album or scrapbook.

just as

Patrizia Di

Bello and Shamoon Zamir, The Photobook. From Talbot to Ruscha and Beyond

- p. 187

Umberto Eco
- p. 33

If print increasingly becomes a valuable or collectible object, and
digital publishing indeed continues to grow as expected, the two will nevertheless cross paths
frequently, potentially generating new hybrid forms. Currently, the main constraint on the
development of such hybrids is the publishing industry s focus on entertainment.
Alessandro Ludovico, Post-Digital Print: a Future Scenario

228

229

- p. 179

230

231

nos:books

Son Ni
nos:books

Son Ni

- p. 129

Umberto Eco

nos:books

232

233

Pop Up

Science of the Secondary
2017

To mind the inside of a book is to entertain one's self with the forced product of another man s
brain. Now I think a man of quality and breeding may be much amused with the natural sprouts
- p. 203

of his own.
[...]
I can read any thing which I call a book. There are things in that shape which I cannot allow for
such.

Charles Lamb, Detached Thoughts on Books and Reading
2019-11-27

234

235

Lightbox

Lightbox

lightboxlib.org

2016

236

237

A photobook is an autonomous art form, comparable with a
a play, or a film.

piece of sculpture,

Lightbox

Ralph Prins, in conversation with Cas Oorthuys in 1969.

2012
MIT

Photo Talks

Library

Lightbox

We demand cultural spaces

- p. 287

run by the people
who use them.
We create the space to remix categories, experiment, and learn what we do not already know.
Temporary Services and Kione Kochi, Half Letter Press and Our Reasons for Running it

adaptability

238

1972//

239

Proclamation of the International Year of Books by the UN.

The UN-initiative was promoted under the slogan Books for All and aimed at bridging the
gap between developing and industrialized countries by supporting cheap access to books.
Bernhard Cella, The Downfall of the Gutenberg Galaxy

Lightbox

2015

2016

- p. 165

Libraries provide immaterial goods and media that would otherwise have
to be purchased. When we try to reduce the book and its knowledge to an object-commodity,
we forget that a book is actually brought to life by its readers and not by its sales figures. It s the
reader s engagement with the book that generates creative and critical thinking, which feeds
back into a public domain.

Eva Weinmayr, (A Library is a Space Where Marketable Goods

Are Turned into Public Goods)

Lightbox

240

241

radical transparency
- p. 113

canon

Title

ISBN generally only fulfills the role of an identifier.

Bernhard Cella,
Helping a Friend Out. On the
origins of ISBN

242

243

In a society which
is understood as being a network, everyone plays a role as everyone is an expert in his or her
everyday life.

Susanne Bosch, What Is It Made of ?: Experiences with Participation by

1980

Virtue of Art

- p. 315

print
clarity
print

244

245

- p. 167

affordable

In the old art the
writer judges himself as being not responsible for the real book. He writes the text. The rest is
done by the servants, the artisans, the workers, the others.
[ ]
In the new art the writer assumes the responsibility for the whole process.

Ulises Carrión,

The New Art of Making Books

- p. 317

The themes of the contemporary photobook are of course
multifarious. There is as much an emphasis upon questioning the role and effect of photography
in society as picture-making in the formal sense although the best bookmakers will make
complex, multi-layered book doing both. Design and production have become important as
bookmakers emphasise the allure of physical book object and its difference from the so-called
e-book.

Gerry Badger, Between the Novel and the Film: A Brief History of the Photobook

246

247

Printed on paper,
photographs lived and multiplied throughout the last century. Photobooks, catalogues, magazines,
posters and old-fashioned postcards gave photographs a public dimension which extends well
beyond the frontiers of the restricted world of art, into which a small part of photographic
production has grudgingly been admitted, exhibited, collected, and studied like other canonized
objects as works of art. At present, in the variety of presentations of photographic (or postphotographic, if one prefers) work in the oceanic domains of the Internet, the situation remains
much the same although, if possible, even more profuse. Photographs are now almost infinite and,
at the same time, ownerless.

Horacio Fernández, The Library is the Museum

248

249

- p. 187

The younger digital native generation has no compunction in irreverently

digital native
sampling, remixing and mashing up traditional and social
media (as several adventurous small organizations, born out

/ The medium is the message

of the current financial crisis and the Occupy movement, have already demonstrated). Print
is, unsurprisingly, an important component of this mashup, because of its acknowledged
historical importance as well as its particular material characteristics.

Alessandro Ludovico,

Post-Digital Print: a Future Scenario

2020-07-22

250

251

Not Big Issue

2013

facebook.com/notbigissue

/

252

253

Not Big Issue

/

- p. 119

Mangasick
Jean-Claude Carrière

- p. 125

- p. 289

2013

254

255

2013
Not Big Issue

- p. 291

Big Issue
Not Big Issue

Logo

I think their outlook was to try and
have a new form of event that was a fair, a commercial as much as a social event. It was really
about bringing everyone together: the artists, the publishers, the collectors, the dealers, the

12 13

distributors, and the institutions and then to bring all these people under one roof.
Arnaud Desjardin, Thoughts on Printed Matter, Other Books and So

nos:books

Chou Yi

- p. 35

256

257

misc

misc
2005

CAMPO

- p. 111

258

259

VOICE
2004// The Google Print Library Project, a project aiming at digitizing books in cooperation
with libraries worldwide, is presented to the public. Google Book Search, which allows the
accessing of books online via full text search, operates on the foundation of this project. By 2013,
about 30 million books in 35 languages were available.

Bernhard Cella, The Downfall of the

Gutenberg Galaxy

CD
Jean-Claude
Carrière

BB Call 3.5

iPhone

260

261

Not Big Issue

/

2013

COW Records

Please note: a friendly book swap is always one to one. That is, a swap between publishers, artists,
or authors where one book is exchanged for another. Ideally, both parties have a choice, and are
swapping their own books. Exchanging one big book for three small books is paying in books
(not a friendly book swap ). Friendly
book swaps typically take place at the end of book fairs, when exhibitors don t want to carry
home the books they brought with them, while having spotted books they would rather carry

1/3

home. Book swapping is a great way to both distribute one s production and of building up a
collection. It is also a binding ritual and an expression of mutual sympathy.

Michalis Pichler,

Book Swapping & Seriosity Dummies

Giga

Jean-Claude Carrière

- p. 293

262

263

2019
zine

With a little material, you can create a big impact.

- p. 275

From Upheavals and

New Beginnings: Reports from the Photobook Workshops

Riso
Riso
Riso

Zinesters, you are young and ambitious.
You borrow money.
You do strange things.

- p. 293

264

265

Your guest room is occupied by a risograph.
You act when others are asleep and trawl your thoughts.
You highlight the world s complexity and yet ask for resonance.

Break Off Art Book Fair

You want to join art with real life and question the tyranny of tradition.
But yet you love the common things, poetry, fashion, the line.
You are observers of the humankind, the gestures, dramas, you love the fog, let all things visible
disappear, but you succeed in telling and trusting us with the most absurd.
This is why you inspire us.

metal
Waiting Room

Room Service

Please keep shining!
Gloria Glitzer, The Book as Future of the Past
- p. 279

- p. 307

- p. 281

2019-11-19

266

267

Taipei Art Book Fair & More

2016

Taipei Art Book Fair & More

Sponge 2016
Mesh-up 2019
taipeiartbookfair.com

Herb 2017
WINDOW 2020

Bang Bang Bang 2018

268

269

Polymer

leader
strategy
MBA
entertainment focus

talents
Polymer

270

271

Umberto Eco

strategy
strategy
Taipei Art Book Fair & More

This occurred to me when I recently attended the LA Art Book Fair. Sure, the books and
zines were interesting, but what made the experience so varied and extraordinary were the
people there, both friends and like-minded strangers. As we think about the possibilities of
publishing today we need to take into account the various aspects of publications that exceed
the publication itself. Artists books and publications from the 1960s and 1970s offer models of
how publications bring us into contact with the world, opening up opportunities for collectives,
events, and actions. If we are to understand and reactivate these models in the present we can t
be satisfied with fetishizing books as collectors items or antiquated curios; we need to think
about how the activities of editors, designers, artists, writers, and, not least, readers create

- p. 187

meaningful and worthwhile experiences, whether on or off the page or screen.
The Artist as Bookmaker

Gwen Allen,

272

273

2016

274

275

To devise a business structure in which the publications

are affordable and their value determined by what one might get out of
owning them, rather than from reselling them.

Tauba Auerbach,

Diagonal Press Mission

Taipei Art Book Fair
Partner
- p. 263

Art Book Fair

276

277

Taipei Art Book Fair & More
& More
Art Book Fair & More
Taipei Art Book Fair

& More
& Sponge

& Mesh up

278

279

- p. 265

280

281

overlap

1/2
1/2

The Ninth Task of the Publisher: Stand in the Market

To stay at the book fair stand for four days, and talk through all of them from morning til
night with many different people, about many different topics: authors, designers, exhibitions,
circulation figures, discounts, future plans, and political disputes; about temporary injunctions,
reprints, paper varieties, and review copies. This is the market: a large self-manifestation of
society. A place of exchange. And the publisher stands in the center.
Tasks of the Publisher

Jan Wenzel, The Twelve

- p. 265
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rock

- p. 315

2019-11-29

284

285

Fotobook DUMMIES Day

Fotobook DUMMIES Day
2019

fotobookdummiesday.com

2018

286

287

Fotobook DUMMIES Day

Ageing Object

A photobook is a book that is being viewed
because of the photographs inside. In the world of photography, photographic books
are widely referred to simply as photobooks, which is why this is the term of choice
- p. 237

adopted here. Of course, you can treat any book that contains photographs this way. However,
even though someone might appreciate, say, a cookbook for its images, most people would
probably look at it specifically because of its recipes. Unlike most books, producing a photobook
begins with the photographs; everything else, which might include copious amounts of text, is
added later.

Jörg Colberg, Introduction, What Is a Photobook?
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The cultural status of printed media is extremely dynamic
right now, but it also goes back and forth. I would describe the book of today as a medium that
has been liberated from the need to transport information.
art The art of assembling

Bernhard Cella, ...more real than

Lightbox

dummies
artist s book photobook zine
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Photographically illustrated
publications, photographers books, photobookworks, or just photobooks have become
increasingly popular in recent years and occupy a central place in contemporary photography.
Despite the crisis of the publishing industry and the rise of the eBook, more photobooks than
ever before are produced, read, traded, and collected. Independent publishing and self-publishing
of books as well as fanzines have become a phenomenon that has had a considerable impact
on contemporary culture.

Moritz Neumüller, By the Book
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Another

Brick
What do Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Paine,
Alexander von Humboldt, Edgar Allan Poe, Mark Twain, George Bernard Shaw, Rudyard
Kipling, Gertrude Stein, Upton Sinclair, D. H. Lawrence, Ezra Pound, and T. S. Eliot have in

open call

common? They were self-publishers. This list could be enlarged with an endless number of
less prominent names, and I only mention them to disperse a common assumption, that self-
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publishing is an option for authors who are not good enough to be taken on by established
publishers. Artists publishing their own books face a predicament: while self-publishing is often
considered to be the confession of failure, the artist s book itself seems to epitomize the perfectly
autonomous, self-determined work.

Joachim Schmid, From My Skull

Another Brick
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The death of the physical book has been widely predicted, but this seems only to have spurred
a new interest in making books on the part of photographers.
Novel and the Film: A Brief History of the Photobook

Gerry Badger, Between the

offset-print
7-11
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Today, the photobook has never
been in quite such rude good health. That is to say, almost every photographer of
ambition wants to make photobooks. A noted book is a calling card, and can
successfully launch a career , so most are willing to pay for the privilege of publishing, if necessary.
Gerry Badger, Between the Novel and the Film: A Brief History of the Photobook

In conclusion, the artist s publication is an object by an author who is no longer unique,
the work is not signed, distribution is reinvented for every object, the roles of artist, graphic
designer, author, editor, and collector are sometimes played by the same person, the management
is collective, and the content is not specialized. Despite the variety of dispositifs and practices,
four constants seem to unite these publishers classified as authors:
// The extension of the artistic practice to its derivative activities: curatorial, editorial, and
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google
distribution, and collection- and research-related.
// The challenging of cultural borders by establishing relations between previously isolated
artistic and scientific domains: poetry, literature, sound, visual arts, video, digital art,
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architecture, graphic arts, social sciences, etc.
// The creation of editorial teams as networks based upon intellectual proximity and language,
and increasingly less so on geography.
// The invention of an economic model defined by the distribution that is characteristic of each
publication, the suppression of inventory (through print on demand, co-editions, established
fan networks, etc.), the organizations of events for dissemination.

Sylvie Boulanger, The

Phenomenon of Micro-edition: A Silk Road
How on earth am I going to be able to make a photobook?

The first thing you must do is
demystify the idea of the photobook. As soon as you demolish every single convention about
what a photobook should be, you will free yourself to dream up something new, exciting, and
most important completely doable.
[ ]
The question here should really be: how on earth could I not make a photobook?
Bruno Ceschel, Self Publish, Be Happy Manual
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Photo ONE

2019

Photo ONE

2001
STAGE

SINGERS & STAGES
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Jean-Philippe de Tonnac

2008

2000

Until the early 1990s the photobook was, in the museum

context, still often only used as a supplementary and explanatory document, yet
seldom appreciated as an independent medium.

Anne-Katrin Bicher, Please Browse!: Notes

on Exhibiting the Photobook

2010
STAGE
From photography s beginning, various inventors sought to combine photography with ink,
enabling photographs to be printed in conventional printing presses. Some of the methods
initially developed were as cumbersome as handmade prints, but in 1890, a small, roughly made
book appeared, containing both photographs and lithographs printed in ink. Jacob Riis s How
the Other Half Lives (1890), published in New York by the Danish-born emigré, introduced the

half-tone plate,

which became the

basis for all photographic book printing prior to the digital age, and marked the beginning of
photography as a mass medium.
History of the Photobook

Gerry Badger, Between the Novel and the Film: A Brief

documentary
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William Henry Fox Talbot
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Keith Houston
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Photo ONE

Photo ONE

FAIR
Portfolio Review Photo Talk
The photobook occupies that deep area between the novel and the film.

Lewis Baltz

Photo Fair
outdoor screen

photobook

Photo Fair
prints

Josef Koudelka
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event
Photo ONE

Photo ONE

Portfolio

Review

Photo Fair

Photo

Talk
2009

STAGE
Review

Portfolio Review

Meeting Place
meeting

Portfolio Review
Anyone can take pictures. What s difficult is thinking about them, organizing them, and trying to

know-how

use them in some way so that some meaning can be constructed out of them. That s really where
the work of the artist begins.

Review

Lewis Baltz

Preview
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Best Portfolio Review

Portfolio Review
reviewer
review
A good photo gives a special view of reality not just reproducing it, but adding something new.
From Upheavals and New Beginnings:

Reviewer

Reports from the Photobook Workshops

feedback
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Photo Talk

Provoke
Photo Fair
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Singer &
Stage

long-term
The qualitative wealth of the arts is not only in its aesthetic strategies and qualities, but also
in its negotiation with public space.

Ruth Gilberger, Aesthetic Experience How Does

That Work?

STAGE
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As I understand it, exhibiting is not an end in itself; an exhibition shouldn t be an end,
but rather an opening for something.

Lars Willumeit, Why Not...Gather Together?!
- p. 115

Imagineering the (Un-)becoming of Photography as Arenas and Communities of Collective
Meaning-Making and Collaborative Agency
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